1. Introduction. The principal theorem of this paper extends to the characters of the irreducible representations of an intransitive group a theorem proved in an earlier paper by the author 1 for the degrees of the irreducible representations of a transitive group. A by-product of the development is the theorem that the sum of the traces of the permutations of any subgroup of a permutation group is not less than the corresponding sum for one of its cosets.
Every finite permutation group G, of order g and degree n, can be written as a group of permutation matrices. The nXn matrix R(y) which corresponds to the element 7 of G can be written as a direct sum of submatrices R*(y) of n l dimensions corresponding to the n 1 symbols of a transitive constituent C % of G.
2 Associated with such a transitive constituent C l is a class of conjugate subgroups, H\^(^^)~1H i y t T , each of order h\ of which H l shall be the subgroup leaving fixed the first symbol of C\ and H* r the subgroup leaving fixed the rth symbol. If y a is any element of G, then in the set of h 9 h l group elements iJ 8 7 a ü', each element will appear ht times, where h% is the order of the cross-cut of the subgroups H"=y~1H s y a and H*.
Counting each element of the set just once, we define the double coset H% by the formula (1.1)
HÏ-tffJl'/h*.
Any element from a double coset can be chosen as the defining element y a . The inverses of the elements of a double coset H% themselves form a double coset which we call the inverse double coset and denote by H%. A more precise definition of x* is obtained after writing
where ax are new arbitrary parameters and k^ is the number of elements of the double coset H" which belong to the class of conjugates C\. Then X; = X*CC a xCx) ' ls defined as the character of the ring element^axCx in the representation Ti. The integer A st enters in the proof as the squared absolute value of the determinant of a certain transformation matrix. It is not necessarily a rational square.
In the special case of this theorem which appeared in the earlier paper already cited, 8 all parameters a\ except a\ were zero, 5 was equal to /, Xi was the degree Ui, and the matrix K st was a diagonal matrix with elements there denoted by ku In §2 the matrices of an intransitive group are broken up into blocks corresponding to the transitive constituents, and it is proved that the sum of the traces of the matrices of a subgroup is not less than the corresponding sum for a coset. In §3 a set of "double coset matrices" V% y closely related to the double cosets H*> are found to form a basis for the matrices V permutable with a group of permutation matrices. Their products are expressible in terms of the structure constants c r J# n already defined in (1.2). The matrix R(a) corresponding to the ring element a =^2a\C\ is expressed in terms of the double coset matrices, and used in §4 to build a matrix of traces x(VH'VpR(a)) which is shown to be precisely the matrix n l K s% defined by (1.3). A unitary change of coordinates in §5 induces a change of basis from the matrices V" to new basis matrices E* by means of a transformation (p*,J) whose determinant enters in the final factoring of the determinant n l K st from which the group characters are obtained. An example to show the application of the main theorem is given in §6.
2. Cosets and submatrices. The n symbols of the intransitive group G will be assumed to be collected together into transitive constituents C* of degree w', and the n right cosets H*y % r will be arranged, in an order which preserves this grouping, so as to form the elements of a basis vector b of n rows and one column. Multiplication of b on the right by an element 7 of G permutes these cosets among themselves within each transitive constituent, so a permutation matrix R(y) is defined by the equation
Similarly if b' and R'(y) are the transposes of b and R(y), and if E is the nXn unit matrix, we have
Let us define the idempotent matrix E' to be the nXn matrix which is the unit matrix for the symbols of the constituent O and the zero matrix for the other symbols, and let us define a "completely symmetric" nXn matrix W each of whose n 2 elements is a 1. Then
Let us further define the block C ts to be the n l Xn s rectangular submatrix of an nXn matrix, whose rows correspond to the symbols of C' and whose columns correspond to the symbols of C\ We see that the matrix (2.4) W ts = EWE* consists of Ts in the block C ts and 0's elsewhere. The general matrix R(y) of the intransitive permutation group G may be broken up into transitive components R*(y) in the diagonal blocks C H . We define (2.5) R'(y) = £^( 7 ) = R(y)E* t and we then have
The fact that the group G is transitive in the symbols of the constituent O shows that the sum of the matrices R l (y) for all y in G, which we denote by R l {G), is a multiple of the matrix W". A simple count proves the following relation :
A theorem on the traces of subgroups and cosets, suggested to the author by G. Polya as having been experimentally verified but not theoretically proved, is a consequence of this lemma. To prove this theorem we note first that each specified sum is the sum of traces of the elements of a subgroup H or of a coset Hy, and second that if the theorem holds for every transitive constituent of an intransitive group G, then it holds, by addition, for G as well. Focusing attention on a constituent C' which is transitive for G, we further subdivide it into sets C tu which are transitive for the given subgroup H. To the corresponding matrices R tu (H) we apply the lemma, showing that each is a square block of dimension n tu , each of whose elements is equal to h/n tu , and whose trace is equal to h. Multiplication of the matrix R l (H) by a matrix R(y) has the effect of permuting the columns and replacing the diagonal elements either by the same positive integer as before, or else by 0. Thus the trace of R l (Hy) is less than or equal to the trace of R*(H) f which was to be proved.
3. Double coset matrices and structure constants. To describe the structure of the general w-dimensional matrix V which is permutable with every permutation matrix R(y), of an intransitive permutation group G, we define
Then the permutability condition
together with (2.5) implies the relations To obtain an invariant matrix we take the sum of all the transforms of (3.5) by all y in G. We get
where y a is any element chosen from the double coset H% which contains TtCVr)-" 1 -We define the double coset matrix F« by the formula The number of independent matrices V" in the block C** is equal to the number of double cosets iJ«, which was denoted by ix st . Since the transposed matrix (F«)' = V*> corresponds to the inverse double coset {Hty^H^^Hty^Ht/K, it follows that fx st = fx ts . The product of two double coset matrices V^> and F« is given in terms of the coefficients c r J^ of (1.2) as follows:
(3.io) v';,v: = z cy;.
To prove this we work from the definition (3.7) and apply (1.2) These sums are the sums for a column, or row, or all elements of the matrix M'(Itf) defined in §1.
Conjugate classes and the trace matrix. The matrix R(C\)
, defined to be the sum of the matrices R(y) for all y in the class of conjugate elements C\, and likewise the more general matrix R(a), where a =^2a\C\ is a general element from the central of the group ring of G and a\ are arbitrary parameters, are both matrices permutable with the group, and as such are expressible in terms of the double coset matrices. They are confined to the diagonal blocks C", so we have
The coefficient g^x is the number of elements of C\ which belong to any particular right coset of H%.
We are now ready to define and evaluate the important /JL S '-dimensional trace matrix X s^{ a) :
X,*
E tst t t t ^-> t8t t tst t

V
The letter % is used to denote the trace of a matrix. The new coefficients k l v x and parameters b\ are defined as follows:
The integer k\,\ is the number of elements of C\ which occur in the whole double coset H%. In terms of the matrix K st of (1.3), we have In applying the theory to a given group, as in §6, we first compute the matrices M 3 for each double coset, form the sum with parameters b\ as coefficients, and factor the resulting determinant into factors linear in the b\. One of these factors will be (&i+&2 + * • * )> corresponding to the identity representation. We then compute the integers k\\ by studying the group directly, and replace the parameters b\ by appropriate linear combinations of the parameters a\. The coefficients of a\ so obtained in any linear factor, divided by the number g\ of elements in C\, are proportional to the traces x*x of the elements of C\ in the irreducible representation I\ corresponding to that factor.
5. The determinant of the trace matrix. A unitary matrix V exists which will simultaneously reduce all the matrices JR(T), where 7 can now be thought of as an arbitrary element of the group ring of G. The matrix U can be chosen to be zero outside the diagonal blocks C", in which we define U t = E t UE t . It can further be so chosen that all the equivalent irreducible components in the decomposition of R(y) are actually identical, and we shall assume that this is done, and that the irreducible representation I\ of degree tii occurs with multiplicity i4 in (
The intersections of the n^l rows and n t i4 columns of the block O* which belong to the representation I\ will be called a representation district Df. The district itself divides up into /4/4 squares of ni dimensions. With each square is associated a unit matrix E Every matrix permutable with all the reduced matrices U~xR(y) U is a linear combination of these matrices E^. In particular we have
The number of basis matrices E l * for fixed /, 5, must equal jix 8t , the number of V%, so we have the relation
Thus the coefficients (p^) defined by (5.1) form a //^-dimensional square matrix. Its determinant, denoted by P 3t , is not zero, since both the U~lV ts U and the E ts form a basis for the same set of matrices. That P st is an algebraic integer (not necessarily rational), divisible by (n 8^)112 , can be shown as follows. A. partial reduction of the linear group to split off the identity representation I\ in each constituent C l can be effected by first replacing U* by a unitary matrix whose (w, v)th element in the block Qtt i s € (u-i)(«-i)/( w «)i/2 | ( € an w < t h root 0 f unity), and then effecting the reduction in the remaining n l -1 dimensions. The coefficients Pai are thus readily computed explicitly:
Furthermore, since the matrix W ta of (3.8) is of rank 1 and is represented by 0 except in the district Df, we have
Adding all rows of (p^) to the first, we find that
(5.5) P = (»») Pi , where Pf is the cof actor of p? x in P s *. Chopping off the first row and column of each, we multiply the conjugate of (p^) by the transpose of this same matrix, and obtain a matrix (A s^) of n 9t -l dimensions, with determinant A st given by the formula since the subscripts 77 and 77' stand for the three subscripts (i, kl) and (i, Z&), respectively. The rule of combination (3.10) which defines the product of V"' and V% holds likewise for the representatives of these matrices in the districts corresponding to I\, and we have for fixed i .
<^-> tS St
The trace Tj i ==^JiPM ! n of the yu'-dimensional matrix representing F" w»-times in the district Df is an algebraic integer. Hence each element of the matrix (A%p),
is an algebraic integer, and the determinant A st is an integer. We now use the transformation (5.1) to obtain a new expression for (4.2): The subscript rj stands for the three subscripts i, kl, but since x^(^) is a character depending on i alone, we group together the w t =/xX equal factors x*(#)> us e (5.6), and write
Reference to (4.4) gives us the final formula for the principal theorem of (1.4). 6. An illustrative example. To illustrate the application of this theorem to the determination of one of the characters of a fairly complicated "simple" group, we choose the simple group G20920, which is an invariant subgroup of index 2 in the group of isomorphisms of the general cubic surface. It can be represented by a group of permutations R 1 on the 45 tritangent planes (or triangles) of the cubic surface, and also by a group of permutations R 2 on the 27 lines of the cubic surface. These two transitive groups, when completely reduced, have besides the identity one common irreducible component, whose character we shall compute by our theorem (5.13). 
The first of these factors corresponds to the identity representation I\. The other factor remains to be investigated. Since w 1 = 45, equation (5.13) gives Equating coefficients of ax in (6.5) after using (6.6) we have (6.7) ^x(Cx) = (5/3)(72*!x + 18& 2X -9É*).
The degree d of this representation is d = 120/A, which must be an integer less than 27. Noting that ki\ = gi\, &2x = 12g 2 x, and &3X = 32g 3 x, we may rewrite (6.7) in the form qual to the order 25920 of the group, so we have 1296d 2 /20 = 25920; d = 20; A=6. Hence the degree d is 20, and the last column gives the required character of the irreducible representation of this degree. Eliminating the common components of degree 1 and 20 from the permutations on 45 and 27 symbols, we immediately obtain two other irreducible components of degree 24 and 6, respectively. The components of degree 1 and 20 occur in the Kronecker square of the one of degree 6, and an irreducible component of degree 15 is left. Thus the laborious work of obtaining the character of degree 20 bears fruit in obtaining three more characters with almost no work at all. The theorem of this paper gives a method of digging out some of the characters of a group if simpler methods are not available.
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